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Scoping / Initiation

Tool Co-design

Initial Sharing & Use

Toolbox Sharing & Use

Appropriation, Adaptation & Sharing
Case Study..

Rigorous Stories
Snapshot + Story

Create a quick overview of engagement work to share with others in your organisation.
Create a quick overview of engagement work to share with others in your organisation.

**Snapshot + Story**

**Measures**
Feedback Cycle Request

Get feedback on your engagement outcomes from people working at different levels of your organisation.

**STEP 1:** You write or gather a story giving an brief overview of engagement work outcomes or findings.

**STEP 2:** Pass the story on to someone else in your organisation.

**STEP 3:** They fill the right side with feedback.

**STEP 4:** You get back comments and actions taken.

**STEP 5:** You fill the left side of the tool with a story.

**Pass the story on to someone else in your organisation.**

Invite someone else to offer feedback on the thoughts and actions your engagement work has led to.
Engagement Map Key

Bring your team together to discuss how engagement information is translated, reported and actioned

- Individual or Group
- Information Flow
- Report Output
- Report Back
- Gap
- Qualitative Information
- Black Hole
- Mystery
- I’m Here!
- Improvement Needed
Event Canvas

Celebrate achievements and reflect on challenges.

Use this tool after an event to record how it went. Write down the resources used, the activities that were planned, the team that was involved and any changes that were made in the original plan. Reflect on the successes and the challenges, share your experience with the rest of the team and archive the tool for future reference.
Scaling Up Leapfrog: Improving a million creative conversations

£100,000 Funding application, November 2018 start

Resources to adapt and publish free tools and resources specifically for Food Power

www.Leapfrog.tools